
Raise Your Voice Strengthening Schools Grant 2014-2015 Final Report 

1. Executive Summary:  Summary of Year 1 and Year 2 

The Raise Your Voice Project is a year-long series of three free art workshops that 

engage Alhambra High School students in creative projects to process, reflect, create, 

and voice their valuable perspective to their school and community about the issues of 

their choosing. In the first year, these themes were focused on bullying, strengthening 

healthy youth/adult relationships, and drug prevention.  This was encouraged by the 

Alhambra staff because of issues that were brought up by students and staff.  In the 

second year, the themes included finding place and purpose, healthy relationships, and 

how to tell their story. . RYV connected students to specific art tools to express about a 

theme of their choosing and then celebrated their voice on campus and off campus. 

In year 1, The Raise Your Voice Project (RYV) served over 100 students at Alhambra High 

School by providing after-school workshops (Phonetic Spit, PhotoVoice, and Mural 

Crew) every week throughout the year. Participants:  30 students who engaged for the 

entire year, 22 who joined in the middle, and 70+ (estimate) students engaged during 

RYV Lunch events. Another 150+ (estimate) community members saw the Student Art 

work displayed at 8th Day Coffee and Culture in the Fall and ALAC at the Spring Showing. 

In year 2, The Raise Your Voice Project (RYV) served over 170 students at Alhambra High 

School by providing the same after-school workshops (Phonetic Spit, PhotoVoice, and 

Mural Crew) every week throughout the year. Participants: 136 students attended RYV 

workshops during the year, 25 of those students engaged consistently with RYV for 

the entire year. About 200+ (estimate) students engaged during RYV Lunch events.  

Another 200+ (estimate) community members saw the Student art work that was 

displayed at the Fall showing at New City Studio and the Spring showing at Oasis Gallery. 

 

Raise Your Voice was successful because students connected to their voice and abilities, 

their peers, and their community through their own expressions and voice. Students, 

teachers, parents and the community have given positive feedback and are looking 

forward to the growth and continuance of RYV at Alhambra.  

 

2. Introduction  

A. Background Information: Raise Your Voice (RYV) started because of an alumni 

student who wanted to invite students, like himself, to realize that they have a voice 

and their voice is important to their school and community. Many students who 

didn’t know where they fit found their place through RYV.  

B. Alhambra High School 
Mission/Vision: The Mission of Alhambra High School is to be a thriving learning 
environment where each student realizes their potential and strives for success 
because they know they are valued.  
Size: 2,800 Students, 160 Teachers, 5 Administrators, 75 Support Staff  



Demographics: Ethnicity: 77% Hispanic, 7% African American, 7% Asian, 6% Anglo, 
2% Native American; 88%Economically Disadvantaged; 20% ESL; 20% 
New/Immigrant/Refugee; 1% Single Parent  

 
C. The Rag Collection 

Mission/Vision: The Rag Collection focuses its resources on connecting local artists 
to voiceless youth by providing free art workshops. Focusing the workshops on the 
individual, reflective process as well as skill, we connect art to the heart through the 
power of story.  
Size: 1 PT Staff/Coordinator/Executive Director, 8 PT Teaching Artists, 10 Volunteers 
Artists, 1 Volunteer Grant-writer, 8 Board Members, 2 Student Interns.  
RYV Artists: Michael Denson and Charith Denson led PhotoVoice; Such Styles and 
Champ Styles led Mural Crew; and Sean Malakowsky, Tyler Williams, and Raquel 
Denis led Phonetic Spit. Other artists involved: DJ CreOne, Silvia Villanueva, and 
Kevin Huffman. 

 
D. Theory:  We believe this after-school program matters and will accomplish 

revitalization of youth voice and expression at Alhambra High School because of the 
following areas that RYV addresses: 

1. Resources: Art Resources expand opportunities to low-income youth in and 
around the Alhambra campus. Access to more resources and opportunities 
helps students connect to parts of themselves that they have not discovered 
yet, and therefore motivates them to become who they are meant to be 
instead of giving up hope on themselves. Through introducing more artists, 
styles of art, and various platforms that students can enter into, more 
students realize their options are not limited to their circumstances. Since 
each student is so unique, each journey to their voice is unique and we want 
to make the journey fun and exciting, allowing them to connect to dreams, 
resources, and voices in the community. Students will be invited to engage in 
the local Phoenix arts community through connections with artists as well. 

2. Mentorship: Artists become mentors that encourage youth, where meaningful 
adult connections are missing. Providing meaningful connections to 
adults/artists who encourage and offer guidance helps students grow, 
process, reflect, and develop in ways that have been neglected due to a 
variety of situations that come with poverty (suppression, abuse, neglect). 

3. Safe Space: Art Workshops are a safe space for students to become more self-
aware and learn how to process internally. Having the space to process, 
learn, experiment, and play with art is important, allowing self-discovery, 
growth, and new connections with people and resources to take place. 
Without this space, many students would never begin to see the value of 
their voice in the community, or learn that there are healthy life-giving 
options for self-expression. Art-making can become a motivational force for 
many students who can’t make sense of their day to day life and struggles, 
which can expand into other areas of their life. 

4. Voice:  Art Workshops give students permission to play, experiment, and learn 
how to use their voice. Art is a way for students to develop buried creative 
skills, and find their individual voice in the midst of the chaos, or abusive 
situations at home. This creative process is necessary for various areas of 
emotional and social development to take place which allow vital 



connections to be formed in the brain, and greatly contribute to the overall 
learning experience. Voice doesn’t stop at school. These students will learn 
how to extend the power of their voice by finding platforms in their 
community through new conversations using the arts.  

 

3. Methodology: Programs, Implementation, Evaluation tools 

A. Year 1: 

1. Programs. We held 3 weekly art workshops after school during the Fall, Spring, 

and Summer school sessions (year-round). The workshops were Mural Crew, 

Phonetic Spit, and PhotoVoice. During each semester, we took most of the 

students on a field trip, with the exception of the Summer session.  After each 

semester we held a gallery exhibition at a gallery in the First Friday circuit in 

downtown Phoenix to invite the greater community to celebrate the students’ 

expressions and stories as well. 

2. Implementation. We held workshops every week afterschool, with the 

exception of the fall semester, where we held one workshop during an 8th hour 

class. This became an obstacle because the teacher was hard to work with, by 

being unprepared, cancelling, and avoiding communication with the teaching 

artists.  Other than that, the workshops were consistently held, every week 

except holidays, in the same classroom. We always welcomed new students as 

some would hear about it late in the semester. 

3. Evaluation 

a. Data Sources: Our data sources include student surveys, interviews 

with students, activity photos, completed artwork, and stories. 

b. Data Collection: Our intention with the surveys was to have every 

student fill out both the pre and post, but this was not possible due to 

life circumstances and attendance changes.     All the students who 

were present on the first and last week filled out surveys. The pre-

survey was designed to find out how students view their context and 

what they are currently involved in, and hear their current beliefs 

about their voice. The post survey focused on how the arts workshops 

impacted life in other areas (goals, peers, school, expression, art) by 

using the Colorado Trust survey. This is a survey that is nationally 

known for measuring the impact of after-school programs, specifically 

how activities affect other areas of life (school, goals, peers, 

expression, and art skills). 

c. Data:  
i. Pre-Surveys: Spring Semester, 13/30+ involved, 9-12th grade 

students completed the surveys. Summer Session, 6/15+ involved 
9-12th students completed the survey.  

ii. Post-Surveys: Spring Semester, we had 17/30+, 9-12th grade 
students completed the survey Summer Session, 7/15+, 9-12th 

grade students completed the survey. 
 



B. Year2: 
1. Programs: Programs for year 2 were the same as last year. The Raise Your 

Voice Program included the same workshops as well. 

2. Implementation: Implementation of the RYV programs remained the same as 

last year. The workshops focused on themes suggested by the students and 

artworks were created that voiced each students’ beliefs about those themes. 

We continued to connect the students to art, the community and each other 

through field trips, lunch events, and gallery exhibitions.  

3. Evaluation Tools: Our evaluation tools remain the same as last year.  

a. Surveys: We provided pre-surveys and post-surveys to collect data on 

how student view their context, what they are currently involved in, and 

hear their beliefs about their voice.  These surveys differed slightly from 

last year.  

b. Pre-Surveys: Semester: 106 students (9-12th grade) completed the 

survey. Fall Semester: 30 students (9-12th grade) completed the survey. 

c. Post-Surveys:  Spring Semester: 15 students (9-12th grade) completed the 

survey.  Fall Semester: 7 students (9-12th grade) completed the survey.  

d. Interviews:  We continued to conduct random student interviews as well 

as including AHS faculty interviews. 

 

4. Lesson learned:  Reasons for Changes  

Surveys: This year the surveys were focused more on the students beliefs about themselves, 

their voice, and their voice in the community.  We removed the Rosenburg’s self-esteem 

survey portion because it was found that this data was hard to measure effectively do to 

fluctuation in student attendance. 

 

5. Fidelity of Implementation   

We did our best to create safe space, but ran into various obstacles. In spite of these issues 

we operated and met consistently throughout the year, except for holidays. We provided 

the students with workshops every week, held lunch events, assemblies, field trips, and 

gallery showings each semester.  All of this was done in compliance with school and 

administrative regulations and procedures, and our proposed goals. 

 

6. Accomplished Triumphs or Obstacles  

A. Obstacles: 

1. Paperwork: Because of new district standards at AHS, RYV was forced to halt 

activities for 2 weeks. The teaching artists were told that we had no 

information on file with the school and would have to file new paperwork, and 

artists needed to get new clearance documents from the district. Basically, the 

district lost all of our current paperwork. 

2. Space: Because of the new district standards, we were informed that our 

workshops would not be able to operate without a district employee/teacher 

present in each workshop space/classroom. This forced our workshop to all 



operate within the same classroom making it difficult to create a safe space for 

the students. We also ran into and issue with a teacher who, without 

explanation, no longer allowed us to meet in her classroom. Sponsoring 

teachers with the RYV program reached out, but were unable to get a 

response.  We did find a larger, more suitable space to meet where safe space 

for each group of students could be maintained. 

 

B. Accomplishments: 

1. Student Advisory Board: This year we invited some of our 2nd year students to 

join a Youth Advisory Board to provide us with ongoing information about the 

AHS community and make suggestions about how RYV can better serve their 

community. 

2. Lunch Events: We listened to what our students were saying about the way we 

operate our RYV Lunch events. They asked for more visibility and to get 

involved in a hands on way, such as photographing the event and showing their 

peers spray painting techniques. This year we had more AHS students engaged 

with us over the Lunch period. 

3. Artist Flexibility: In spite of the challenges of the new school district program 

standards, the teaching artists all refilled the requested paperwork and 

reapplied for clearance cards with the district. The program progressed and the 

students returned.  

 

7. Results  

A. Year 1 

This chart shows the impacts of the 

workshops from Year 1 on other areas of life, 

specifically school, peers, art, expression, and 

goals.  

This is helpful to remember because creative 

thinking and creative tools can be used in 

many areas of life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



B. Year 2 

1. On Campus:  This year, students developed more confidence, creative goals, and 
community connection in how they use their voice at school. Most of the Teaching 
Artists said they felt that the Fall semester was a time to build trust and explore 
different areas of the art medium. The Spring semester, having mostly returning 
students, was a more personal journey into the themes that were chosen by them. This 
year the students really began to voice that they wanted to create about things that 
mattered to them, which we believe is because they had more confidence and trust in 
the process. (Chart below) 

 

 
*OTHER represents: at least one student who has said “rape/bullying/environment/animal 
cruelty/racism/I don’t know  

  
 
 



A. Creative Goals:  Since many students were from the first year, more students 
were ready to offer ideas about what they wanted to do this coming year, and 
we offered a platform for those ideas. 

 
“Given most of these students were very shy and 

reserved last semester, I was pleasantly surprised at 
the amount of input they now had. They talked about 

wanting to take a field trip to an actual art gallery, 
wanting to make art based on relationships and 
celebrating unity between people, and they even 

talked about making specific works of art such as a 
large mixed media piece in comic strip design. The 
literally created their own goals for the semester!” 

Michael, PhotoVoice instructor  
 
 

(Picture: Odalys, PhotoVoice student, and Noel, Mural Crew 

student, share ideas with each other about what they 
learned throughout the semester in each of their individual 

workshops) 
 

 
During the fall semester, the students of PhotoVoice, 
came up with the idea to create a photo-story using a 
comic strip format. With little help, the students came up 
with a story about a disillusioned old man who had “given up”, he created his own world of color and 
life and chose to live in this world. This spoke a lot about individuality and how “we are the creators of 
our own destiny”. 
 

B. Community Connection: Youth were able to make their mark by expressing 
their voice through permanent and semi-permanent art pieces on campus! This 
was also a draw for many of the students to join RYV, when they saw that they 
were invited to use their skills on campus in a positive way. Teachers specifically 
commented that students are finding their place and voice through RYV.  
 
Part of having a voice on-campus includes making it a better place. These 
students connected with each other, invited and supported each other in their 
creative journey. The RYV space became automatic safe space for students to 
connect through their expressions. Because of this, they got to hear more of 
each other’s stories and connect in a unique way.  

 
RYV has provided students with safe space and trustworthy and apathetic artists and peers. 

 
“We want this to be seen by the entire school. We want everyone to know that they have 
a VOICE!” Odalys, second year RYV  

 
“I lived in Pasadena and it was hard for my family to live there because of the gun shots 
every night. Gangs. They bleed the same color so it made me made wonder why they 
were even fighting. But I still have pride that I grew up there. I left California sad after 



my uncle passed away because I always looked up to him. Everyone in Mural Crew 
understood how I felt and I felt supported.” Justin, First year RYV 

 

 
(PhotoVoice students install a wheat paste mural during lunch hour)  

 
1. Photo Voice:  Students who participated in PhotoVoice wanted to do 

another wheat paste mural. This gained popularity due to the success and 
popularity of the previous year’s wheat paste art piece. The teaching artists 
took their interest seriously and invited them to pursue this expression on 
campus again, with the support of administration. The students chose to do 
the word VOICE and expressed that they felt the best location was on a wall 
close to lunchroom outdoor eating area. 

2. Mural Crew:  Students who participated in Mural Crew continued learning 
graffiti writing techniques and focused on developing their own individual 
style.  Together the planned, developed and implemented another mural on 
campus which captured each students individual style. With this mural they 
were able to 1) develop their own graffiti writing style and 2) display this on 
campus to their peers. Many of the mural crew students expressed that this 
collaboration really brought them together and that they made stronger 
bonds between each other and the teaching artists.  

3. Stories: At the end of the Fall semester the students from each workshop 
were rallied together to discuss what they learned throughout the semester 
and share with each other insight and stories. It was evident that the 
program really created a safe environment for the students and provided 
them with the confidence to share their stories.  Every student volunteered 
to share what they learned how they connected to the art form and what 
they produced.  

 
C. Confidence:   Growth in confidence has been seen and heard in a variety of 

ways, including ideas being voiced, art created, and stories being shared, as well 
as techniques being mastered. 
 



 At the start of the semester, many of the students do not really have an idea of 
what they wanted to say at the beginning. To help them begin we provided 
projects with some generic ideas and themes, some of which were taken from 
the previous year.  They had ideas about life and knew what they were 
passionate about but didn’t have the confidence to speak about those things or 
even how to connect those ideas to art.  As they began to learn more and more 
skills and build trust with the teaching artists, they began to say many deep 
things about their lives, their stories, and their futures. This was powerful to 
watch unfold.  Their art was meaningful, not simply pretty. 

 
(Picture: Such Styles shows student spray painting 
techniques) 
 
“During this session we practiced can control and how 
even spray is exercised properly. The connection with 
the aerosol paints is becoming more familiar with the 
group. I am so impressed by how they are handling the 
can with great respect and allowing their technique 
lessons to aid them on color fills. We are really seeing 
how this is bringing our group together and how they 
are really connecting and sharing a solid respect for one 
another.” Such Styles, Mural Crew Teaching Artist 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

8.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



“I draw crowns because my brother used to draw crowns a lot. He 
drew every single day so I do this as a tribute to him.” Noel, first 
year RYV 
 
“Today, Mary, brought up the topic of belonging through a poem 
she was revising. She described feeling a lack of trust in the 
friendships she has and feeling unwanted. ‘They push me into the 
lockers,’ she said, ‘They ask for money…’She went on to share with 
us that she feels excluded and treated poorly because of her sexual 
orientation. Mary shared that her grandmother is a fundamentalist 
Christian and has used her Christianity to hurt her. She also shared 
about how she is seeking a relationship with God despite her 
Grandmother’s behavior. Her story really impacted me. As Mary 
processed her story, she also revised and came up with ideas to 
enhance her poem. Our conversation inspired her to title her poem, 
‘Be My Friend.’ It was powerful.”  Raquel, Phonetic Spit Teaching 
Artist 
 

RYV has helped students connect to new tools and to themselves in a valuable way.  
 

“ Oh Sleeper is my favorite band and the name made me think of a dream catcher so I turned their 
logo into a dream catcher and added tassels that represent my age bringing myself into the drawing. 
I’ve been inspired by Raise Your Voice. Seeing other peoples art work and learning the stories behind 
their pieces.” Rosalynda, First year RYV 
 

“I used to struggle with suicidal thoughts. My best friend died, my parents divorced. I used to cut myself. 
My past is dark. Much of this painting represents that struggle and pain. Half of the painting shows me 
today, happier and with community. Raise Your Voice has helped me to be more cheerful. It’s just a 
happy environment.”  Odalys, Second year RYV 
 

“I’ve never really had a lot of friends but I just kept telling myself there is always gonna be a new 
start. Raise Your Voice has been great because I’m shy and this has helped me meet more people. 
I’ve started to speak up more.” Brenda, Second year RYV 

 
2. Off Campus: This portion refers to connecting youth with their community through 

field trips and exhibitions in the arts community.  The Youth Access to Art survey 
showed us that the students have rarely experienced the arts in their community. 

 
a. Field Trips: In the Spring, the students went to the Phoenix Art Museum as their 

field trip. Of the 12 students who attended this trip, 8 students said that it was 
there first time. Out of the 4 that had been there before, 2 said that they had 
not been there since they were much younger. 
 

b. Gallery Exhibitions:  Each semester, the students had a showing at a local gallery 
on the First Friday circuit to give the community a chance to see and hear the 
students’ work and connect students with this encouraging experience. 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



(Picture: RYV Students contemplate works contemporary works 

at Phoenix Art Museum) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(Picture above: PhotoVoice Students share their images with one another on the Roosevelt Row field trip) 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 
At the end of the Fall semester, students had their first 
Student Art Show of the year. This was a smaller showing 
and held at New City Studio in downtown Phoenix. Not only 
were student able to share the works with Roosevelt Row art 
community, but all brought family members and friends who 
also engaged with and celebrate the students works.  
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the end of the Spring semester, students had their second art showing which was 
held at The Oasis on Grand Gallery. The students displayed artworks they worked on all 
semester and talked to about 100+ gallery visitors. They shared there thoughts, beliefs, 
and process and the community enjoyed hearing what they had to say. During this time 
Phonetic Spit students were also able to speak. Two students delivered several of their 
spoken word poems to an audience of 20+. This experience inspired and motivated 
students, giving them a first-hand experience in seeing how their voice matters to their 
community. 

 
 



“The art show was really fun and a 
great experience it motivated and 
inspired me to keep doing what I do, 
I got to talk to a lot of people about 
my art. Because I’m antisocial it 
helped me communicate with 
stranger so it helped a lot.” Odalys, 
second year RYV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Students from the Phonetic Spit 
workshop performed their spoken 
word poetry in front of an 
audience, which they expressed 
wanting to do. The interest and 
positive feedback from the 
community was a great boost in 
their confidence. They realized that 
their perspective was important to 
others in the community. 
 
 
 
 
 

Student Art Showing: During the student art showings, students not only were able to see saw their art 
on gallery walls, but they also experienced seeing how people from the community interacted with it.  

 
Students got to answer questions about themselves, their art, and the RYV program. Odalys, a student 
who has been with RYV for 2 years and was very shy in the beginning, jumped at the chance to share 
about her art with anyone who asked. Other students were excited for this opportunity as well. 

 
 
 
 

 
 



3. Other Areas of Life: In the RYV Results Chart (below) we see that students are discovering their 
voice and learning how to express themselves. This chart shows how students have felt that RYV 
has helped them in their life.   

 
 

 
Other areas of life that students have connected to the workshops according to the Colorado Trust 
survey include motivation in school, social skills with peers, and goals. 
 
“This workshop helped me with . . . “ 
 

School – 36% said “Yes” 
 45% said “kind of” 

 
      Peers – 45% said “Yes” 
        50% said “kind of” 

 
     Goals – 45% said “Yes” 
           36% said “kind of” 

 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

       (Students curate their gallery wall on campus) 
 
RYV On-going School Exhibit: The principal of Alhambra offered on-going art space for the students 
each semester to show their art on campus in public spaces. At the beginning of the Fall semester, 
the students curated the provided space located in school’s front office.  They chose how the 
artwork was to hang chose the most effective and dynamic works of art that were created the 
previous semester. They are discovering that their artwork can continually connect with the 
community.  

 
 7. Differences between Year 1 and Year 2   

The differences between Year 1 and 2 are limited to a few areas, mainly: evaluation changes, 

creative goals, and space structure.  All these areas were discussed in this report.  RYV has 

remained the same in every other program area, which means that the other structures of time, 

place, space, and support have worked well. 

  

 



A. Possible reasons that lead to result differences from one year to the next. 

The results were similar, which was not surprising.  Reasons for differences 

would best be explained by the individual needs of the student as to whether a 

student connected to peers, to their own goals, to motivation in school, to more 

confidence, or to other resources in the community! Also, there was a core 

group of students that returned. It may be that some of the growth or statistics 

show that some of the students were not all affected in the same way as the 

previous year because they had more peers, more confidence, more motivation 

in school already.   

B. Lesson learned:  Some feedback we got from students included that our use of 

the word “workshop” was not the best choice for engaging students. The word 

“club” was suggested as it was more widely understood and recognized, and 

more student-friendly.  We also learned that our marketing was not “eye-

catching” enough. The students suggested that we be brighter and more in your 

face. We took these suggestions into consideration and are now moving 

forward based off of these suggestions. The students helped design the flyers 

for this coming year. 

C. Accomplishments:  As our goal is to encourage students to speak up and speak 

out through creativity, we offer them a safe place to speak up about whatever 

they need to express. We showed them around the art community and even 

allowed them to participate within it. We believe that this year has been a huge 

success as we see by consistent attendance by those who really desire, and who 

can, join with us every week until the very end. This is hard to narrow down, as 

we see so many students learn, grow, and speak up throughout the year.  The 

students who were around the most grew in their ability to express, engage in 

community, and in confidence to speak up.  Obviously, the more a student is 

involved, the more they got to practice and experience the value, beauty, and 

power of the tools they enjoyed.  We provided good tools, time, and people to 

foster this safe space. 

 

8. Conclusion:  impact of the program, limitation and future plan 

A. Impact: Based on what students have told us, their growth and expressions, we believe that the 

RYV program was hugely successful this year. More students engaged, and more students found 

new tools to express their voice! 

a.  We saw returning students come out of their shell and develop community with new 

students.  

b. Students had an opportunity to connect with the arts community, and some have started 

to take lead on future plans and goals for the coming year.  

c. Students gained more confidence and inspiration in their abilities to express, speak up, 

and connect their voice with their community. 

 

B. Limitation: A major limitation we have consistently seen is attendance. Though we have few 

dedicated students who consistently attend RYV, many students want to come to RYV but are 



unable to because of life situations such as family responsibility, other afterschool activity 

involvement, low grades, or employment. Also, we have noticed that many students move each 

year, which has had a big impact on each workshop. 

Working with Alhambra High School and changing district mandates also proves limiting in that it 

hinders our productivity, consistency, and provision of safe space. Though we saw this happen 

during year two, we continue working to make the effects minimal. 

C. Future Plan: The Rag Collection plans to continue RY in the same manner as previous years but 

with the implementation of the suggested changes voiced by students and few changes to our 

student surveys.  

Also, we are looking to collaborate with another non-profit, Crowd 2 Community, to incorporate 

more character development and leadership skills into our curriculum. As Alhambra grows in its 

quality of education and students desire to be challenged, we believe that this is a natural next 

step for our programming.  This shift will also allow specific students to step up and lead projects 

in a way that is focused, clear, and structured that fits with our arts curriculum. 

 
 


